How to change spark plugs and wires on a 2001 buick lesabre

As the spark plugs in your engine get older, they start to get out of shape, wear down and lose
the ability to produce as much spark as they once did. When this happens, you will want to
replace all of the plugs at once to make sure your engine is functioning at maximum efficiency.
Fortunately, changing out the spark plugs is an easy task, and it should take under an hour to
replace all of them. Open the hood and look at the top of the engine where the spark plug wires
run into the cylinder head. Grip the boot on the spark plug wire to the far left with your hand and
twist it in place on the cylinder head. Then pull it out of the head and place it to the side.
Remove the spark plug from the engine with the ratchet, extension and spark-plug socket.
Throw out the old plug. Use the spark plug gapping tool to gap the replacement plug to 0. Then
install the plug into the stock location with the ratchet, extension and spark plug socket. Push
the spark plug wire back onto the plug. When it clicks in place, it's locked onto the plug
properly. Repeat steps 1 through 3, moving from left to right across the cylinder head until they
are all replaced. Russell Wood is a writer and photographer who attended Arizona State
University. He has been building custom cars and trucks since , including several cover
vehicles. In Wood started a career as a writer, and since then he has dedicated his business to
writing and photographing cars and trucks, as well as helping people learn more about how
vehicles work. Step 1 Open the hood and look at the top of the engine where the spark plug
wires run into the cylinder head. Step 2 Remove the spark plug from the engine with the ratchet,
extension and spark-plug socket. Step 3 Use the spark plug gapping tool to gap the
replacement plug to 0. Tips Replace one spark plug at a time, that way you don't get confused
and cross any wires. The cost depends on whether you have the V6 or V8 engine. The V8
requires significantly more time for the plugs and wires due to the amount of disassembly
required to get to the wires, particularly on the right bank of the engine. If you request spark
plug replacement and spark plug wire replacement you will receive an exact estimate. On those
two preceding pages, at the top half of the page you will see a link to request an estimate. If you
have further questions or concerns, do not hesitate to re-contact YourMechanic as we are
always here to help you. Q: How much labor costs is it to replace spark plugs and wires on a
buick lesabre? How much does it cost to replace spark plugs and wires on a buick lesabre?
Kevin Gainer Automotive Mechanic. The statements expressed above are only for informational
purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more
details. Home Questions. What others are asking Transmission Hello. From what you are
describing it seems as though the transmission fluid has leaked out. There is a rubber hose that
conveys transmission fluid to the radiator for cooling through a sealed heat exchanger. That
hose could have leaked Read more. I am not sure if this is the case with your ECM but you have
a dealer telling The gauge pointer is electronically controlled by a stepper motor. The stepper
motors are soldered to the instrument panel circuit board and can be unsoldered and replaced.
You can do it yourself, hire Car won't start after someone tried to steal it Two systems in the
column need to work for the engine to start. The ignition switch, and the anti-theft system. Your
car has some version of the Passlock anti-theft. The ignition switch reads a specific resistance
of your key and Thanks for contacting us tonight. When a battery dies quickly, it is often caused
by a malfunction of the battery charging system. The alternator is responsible for this task, but
there are other parts like the battery temperature Car won't start Hello there, thank you for
asking about your Saturn. Check to see if you have fuel getting to the spark plugs. When you
replaced the old plugs after cranking the car, were they wet with fuel? If so, then you I got a p
code stored an pending Hi There, Diagnostic code P relates to the camshaft position sensor.
The camshaft position sensor is a magnetic sensor that monitors camshaft speed to regulate
ignition timing and fuel injection timing. When my truck is shifting from 2nd to 3rd gear, it make
a loud thumbing noise. Hi, thanks for writing in. Unfortunately transmission problems are
usually among some of the more expensive repairs. With the information given, the issue could
lie in several different things and we would need to physically inspect it to give a Related
articles. What Does a Spark Plug Do? Your Your ignition system is pretty complex, and there
are a number of important components that must work with one another to crank the engine and
then keep it running. Your spark plugs are among the most important of these, While your
engine runs on gasoline, it also requires electricity. The interior is covered in leather with a rich
variety of colors. The legroom in the front Browse other content. Spark Plugs Replacement.
Ignition Cable Spark plug wires Replacement. Main question is how do I access the 3 plugs on
the rear of the engine? Do I need to do anything special, such as tilting the engine forward?
This guide can help step by step with instructions in the diagrams below to show you how on
your car. AC plug type Gap 1. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem
fixed. From on top, underneath, or what? I have a set of ramps to raise the car about 10 inches
off the ground, but do not have access to a lift. Thanks, Joe Was this answer helpful? Ratchet,
spark plug socket, 3" extension. Was this answer helpful? There are some engines that make it

very difficult to access some of the spark plugs but that engine is not one of the worst ones. If
you just use a flex head ratchet with with a 3 inch extension, you should be able to access them.
Use this reinstallation torque specification when installing NEW or USED spark plugs into a
cylinder head that has gone through a normal engine thermal cycle. Tighten Tighten the spark
plug to 15 N. Tighten Tighten the spark plug to 27 N. Connect the spark plug wires to the spark
plugs. Install the fuel injector sight shield. Is there a way that I can replace the 3 rear plugs by
myself? You just need the proper tools. A spark plug socket with a universal hinge would work
the best. Then you'll need an extension. But the length will depend on what's obstructing that
particular plug. Each plug may require a different length. Also, a magnetic spark plug socket will
help you keep the spark plug from dropping. And if something against the firewall is in the way,
you can remove it, then reinstall it when you're finished. Wish you luck. Also what is the easiest
way to get at the rear plugs Thank you Was this answer helpful? Ther rear plugs are hard to do
and the best way I have found it from under the car. LEt me know if you have other questions.
Someone told me I have to tip the engine forward, but I'm not sure how to release it to do so.
This model is actually one of the easier styles to do but still requires a lot of patience and a
work by feel. This was the style. Looking for help with replacement of spark plugs and wires. If it
has a bar running across the top, remove the bolt to rock the engine forward makes it way
easier. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. What is the best, most effecient way to remove
the spark plugs on the rear bank of the engine? Thanks, Joe Was this answer. Change them
from up top. How do you change rear three spark plugs? Hello, I seen my guys in the shop undo
the engine torque mount to roll the engine forward and then push wood blocks to hold the
engine while they change the plugs. I have replaced the front 3 spark plugs without a hitch, but
it appears that I have to drop the engine in order to get to the 3 rear plugs. It's not necessary to
drop your engine. I just purchased the car and am not sure when or if the plugs have been
changed. Also what is the easiest way to get at the rear plugs Thank you Was this answer. The
manufacturer recommends at K; however I feel 50K is long enough. With the advent of the
transaxle cars become more squished into the engine compartment than ever before. Before
trying to pull the plug wires straight off make sure you can rotate the rubber boot both
directions about degrees so it doesn't rip the insulation apart. Otherwise you'll be buying new
wires. Good luck, Was this answer. The service manual does not specify a special procedure for
the back plugs. Sometimes you can disconnect the dogbone mounts from the upper front
engine and roll the motor forward to increase space. I don't know if that will apply to your
specific application though. Often times, it appears as that there is no consideration for
serviceability when the car is built. I feel like the spark plugs are misfiring how to change the
spark plug wires and spark plugs Was this answer. Hello, here is a guide and video that will give
you an idea on what you are in for when doing this job. Best, Ken Was this answer. I just
changed my spark plugs and put Autolite iridium plugs in it. When I got up this morning I
checked all my connections to make sure they were snug and they were. But now I'm hearing
this low humming noise when I first press on the gas. Also causes noticeable vibration. What's
my problem? Hello, Did you make sure that the spark plugs are gaped properly and you have
the correct firing order? I have included this information for you in the diagrams down below.
Please go through this information, double check, and get back to us with what you are able to
find out, please. I actually have the right plugs I guess when I fired her up last night after
swapping plugs it seems as if the newly found power and my heavy foot has fractured the
honeycomb of the catalytic converter since the rattling is coming from there. It's very minor and
only on initial rpm of first gear. How l
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ong do you think I have before repair or any suggestions? Oh, and the engine is a rebuild with
6, miles on it. So the catalytic converter has probably , miles on it. Hello, I would recommend
getting the catalytic converter replaced as soon as possible. A plugged catalytic converter can
cause a litany of problems, with severe engine overheating from being choked out by exhaust
back pressure since it has no where to go, first on the list. You will know when this happens,
your vehicle will start to overheat and your vehicle's power will start to fade. I do not
recommend letting it go this far, but just in case it does, there it is. Let us know how it turns out,
please. Thanks, Alex 2CarPros Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Spark
Plug Replacement? Easy step by step guide on how to replace automotive engine spark plugs,
though appearances may vary, the process is similar for most engine's. Firing Order? Asked by
jeff. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

